Abstract -Functional materials such as bulk crystalline semiconductor structures inside MOF waveguides could lead to fibre devices with radically new electronic and photonic degrees of freedom. We report the growth of such materials inside MOF templates via a novel microfluidic high pressure chemical vapour deposition technique.
INTRODUCTION
Synthesis of materials and the hierarchical organization of matter with great precision at dimensions down to the nanoscale is essential to the fabrication of advanced nanomaterials and devices. We have realized that microstructured optical fibres (MOFs), which offer highly versatile engineering of the internal air-silica microstructure resulting in capillary holes with a wide range of shapes and sizes in precise periodic or aperiodic spatial configurations designed to flexibly control the propagation of waveguided light (e.g. dispersion, modal properties, photonic bandgaps etc) are ideal microreactors for the chemical vapour deposition of metals and bulk crystalline semiconductors [1] .
II. DEPOSITION
Functional materials embedded inside MOFs can interact with waveguided electromagnetic radiation over extended length scales that are not possible with typical planar device geometries, thus allowing for the exploitation of light-matter interaction phenomena that are otherwise too weak to utilize on shorter length scales. Incorporation of hydrogen, liquid crystals, polymers, and low melting temperature metals into holes in fibres has allowed for stimulated Raman scattering [2] , variable attenuation [3] , and Mach-Zehnder interferometry [4] , respectively. Drawing of polymer fibre preforms that contain embedded structures has also been used to fabricate microscale diameter wires and sub-micron thick layers in optical fibre devices such as photodetectors, but this approach has thus far also been limited to low melting temperature metals and/or amorphous semiconductors [5] . However, the deposition of technologically important crystalline materials into MOFs as described here, allows for exploitation of a much wider range of phenomena, including those that form the basis for modern optoelectronics such as the modulation, switching, detection and generation of light. Our silica MOF designs can be fabricated with sub-100nm diameter capillaries that are configured in densely packed arrays, combining unparalleled optical transparency with tensile strength much greater than that of steel. The challenge of filling such MOF templates is their extreme aspect ratio, which requires very high pressures (10 to 100 MPa) to facilitate rapid mass transport through the fibre pores. Deposition within a "honeycomb" large air fraction fibre with 2 micron pores forms smooth hexagonal germanium tubes (Fig. 1) . The resulting faceted tubes resemble lithographically patterned micro/nanostructures, yet are formed in a simple deposition process.
III. PROCESSING AND DEVICE CHARACTERIZATION
Multi-terminal electron transport measurements of semiconductor structures is usually considered the optimal method of assessing deposited material quality via the determination of various critical parameters including carrier polarity, concentration and mobility which have a direct bearing on optical properties. As a step towards fibreintegrated optoelectronics, and as a sensitive characterization tool, we have shown that in-fibre silicon and germanium wires and tubes can function as field effect transistors (FETs). In addition, characterization of these structures by in-situ Raman spectroscopy provides a rapid means of assessing the materials quality, which correlates well with the observed electronic transport properties. Post-deposition thermal processing techniques have recently allowed us to greatly improve the electronic properties of the deposited polycrystalline group IV material, resulting in electron mobilities comparable to TFT quality silicon.
In a further demonstration of the extreme versatility of this microfluidic high-pressure chemical fluid deposition technique, we have also reported the growth of single crystal silicon wires within the pores of MOFs via a modified form of the well known vapour-liquid-solid approach to the growth of semiconductor nanowires [6] . This capability will enable fibre devices that could exploit the superior properties of single crystal semiconductors with co-operative photonic and electronic phenomena such as nanowire arrays that exhibit low lasing threshold and non-linear frequency conversion that naturally integrate into existing optical fibre infrastructure.
IV. DEMONSTRATOR DEVICE APPLICATIONS
Recently, in order to target a simple demonstrator application, we have deposited amorphous silicon (a-Si) inside MOF waveguides. In a conventional planar geometry, a-Si treated with hydrogen can give rise to low optical transmission losses due to lack of grain boundaries. The material deposited within our MOFs was characterized via Raman spectroscopy in order to probe the degree of short and medium range order compared with a-Si deposited under more conventional conditions. These waveguides [7] can utilize the free carrier plasma dispersion effect, i.e. the change of refractive index and absorption resulting from a change in the concentration of free carriers; integrated modulators on planar silicon platforms for example, have demonstrated intensity or phase modulation due to charge injection via a p-n junction or by photoexcitation. In the talk I will discuss our demonstration of an all-optical, in-fibre silicon absorption modulator with modulation depths of greater than 8 dB and operating frequencies of over 1.4 MHz.
In summary, the ability to engineer compositional complexity within optical fibres provides an elegant and effective means of spatially organizing functional materials. Such devices can be robust, inexpensive and seamlessly integrated into existing optical fibre infrastructure.
